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Wargaming Best Practices
Rex Brynen, McGill University/PAXsims

Welcome and Introduction
0830-0945 Welcome and Introduction

Why Wargame?
Key Concepts

0945-1030 Working Groups
Vignette Introductions
coffee

1030-1130 Setting Objectives
Design I: Approaches

1130-1145 Vignette Update
1145-1300 lunch
1300-1400 Design II: Techniques

Facilitation

1400-1430 Working Groups
coffee

1430-1515 Debriefing
Data Collection and Analysis

1515-1600 Working Group Briefs
Conclusion
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u Professor of Political Science, McGill 
University.
u Specializing in Middle East politics, peace 

and humanitarian operations, serious 
games.

u Editor, PAXsims (http://www.paxsims.org)
u Slides will be posted after the workshop.

Introduction to me

Serious gaming stuff I do

Teaching about complex 
peace operations.

 

www.chathamhouse.org.uk 1       

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chatham House  
‘The Regional 
Dimension of the 
Palestinian Refugee 
Issue’ 
Simulation Exercise 
Report 
23-25 June 2008 

Chatham House is independent and owes no allegiance to government 
or to any political body. It does not hold opinions of its own; the views 
expressed in this text are the responsibility of the author(s)/speaker(s). 
This document is issued on the understanding that if any extract is 
used, Chatham House should be credited, preferably with the date of the 
event.  

This report summarizes a simulation exercise held at Eynsham Hall in 
Oxfordshire in June 2008. The workshop was organized as part of the 
Chatham House project ‘The Regional Dimension of the Palestinian 
Refugee Issue’. The meeting was held under the Chatham House Rule 
and the views expressed are those of the participants. At best, this 
report serves as an aide memoire to those who took part, and looks to 
provide a general summary of discussions for those who did not. 

 

 

 

Supporting peace 
negotiations.

Contingency planning for 
UN humanitarian 
organizations.

Exploring strategic 
options.

Supporting conference 
activities.

Training practitioners 
about mass atrocity 
prevention.

Training foreign service 
officers. Policy reflection.

Wargame development and capacity-building.

http://www.paxsims.org/
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u Participants today from a range of backgrounds.
u 12 countries + 6 NATO commands/agencies
u Mix of military (16), ex-military, and civilians.

u Experience?
u Subject matter (kinetic, POL-MIL)?
u Formal (manual, digital, mix?)

Introduction to you

1942. An Allied convoy sails across the North 
Atlantic, bringing vital supplies to Britain.

Somewhere in the darkness, 
a German submarine is 
waiting.Suddenly, two freighters are torpedoed! 

Where should the convoy 
escorts go to find the 
submarine?

It could attack from any 
direction.

Escort

Escort

Escort

Escort
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Why wargame?

Wargaming is not a 
magic wand
u The question question

u Are we even looking at the right thing?
u The modelling problem

u How do we know we got the game design right 
(validation and verification)?

u Challenge of idiosyncrasy
u Do our game players act like real decision-

makers?

u The curse of a small-n.
u Few iterations make it hard to generalize.
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Wargaming IS a useful tool 
in the analytic toolbox

u Wargaming offers (possibly) unique perspective 
on how capability, context, and human 
decision-making interact.

u Wargaming (might) generate new insights into 
old problems.

u Wargaming (done well) crowdsources ideas 
from diverse participants.

Wargaming is also a useful pedagogical tool

u Moderately effective teaching technique 
(when used right).

u Game immersion/role-playing generates 
more effective learning than “role thinking” 
(Green and Armstrong 2011).

u Intellectual cross-training (when combined 
with other teaching methods).

u Synthesizes subject matter and process 
learning.

Image credit: James Lacey, Marine Corps War College
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Thomas Schelling
• Nobel Prize (Economics) for work on game 

theory.
• Pioneer of POL-MIL gaming at RAND.

One thing a person cannot do, no 
matter how rigorous his analysis or 
heroic his imagination, is to draw up a 
list of things that would never occur to 
him.

Carl von Clausewitz
• Prussian military theorist.
• Author of On War.

...in the whole range of human 
activities, war most closely resembles 
a game of cards.

wisdom of 
crowds

u Robust evidence from research on intelligence 
analysis and prediction shows that crowds 
outperform individuals (Tetlock and Gardner 
2015) when an appropriate framework for 
opinion aggregation is provided.
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the value of 
roleplay

Average

Image credit: Tom Mouat

wargames
as
hubris management

u Wargames can help to inoculate against over-
confidence.

u WARNING: wargames can also contribute to 
overconfidence.
u Pearl Harbour

u Midway
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In order to “effectively pursue an 
innovative… strategy avoid operational and 
technological surprise, and make the best of 
limited resources, we need to reinvigorate, 
institutionalize, and systematize 
wargaming...”

Work memorandum 
(2015)

“wargaming proved to be a useful tool for 
improving our understanding of complex, 
uncertain environments and the changing 
character of warfare. When done right, 
wargames spur innovation and provide a 
mechanism for addressing emerging 
challenges, exploiting new technologies, and 
shaping the future security environment.”

UK MoD 
Defence 
Wargaming 
Handbook 
(2017)
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Wargaming is part of a larger analytical 
process

(Vebber 2016, based on Perla 1990)

Qualitative 
data

Quantitative 
data 

Wargaming

Simulation & 
modelling

Experiments

!

Wargaming is part of a larger analytical 
process

Other 
method

Other 
method

Wargaming

??
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Wargaming is part of a larger analytical 
process

Other 
method

Other 
method

Wargaming

?
?

Western Approaches Tactical Unit
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German U-Boats during WWI almost severed the maritime 
supply lines to the UK. Karl Dönitz believed that it was 

possible to starve the UK into submission  
 

The U-Boats were initially contained but, once Germany 
conquered France, merchant casualties rapidly increased - 
these numbers reduced once convoys could be escorted 
the whole way across the Atlantic - the most dangerous 

section being the Mid Atlantic  Gap (the Black Pit) 
 

The Battle of the Atlantic was the longest continuous 
military campaign in World War II and the one that 

arguably came closest to defeating the Allies 

1939 to 1941 - The Black Pit 

Spring 1942 - Operation Drumbeat 

1942 to 1943 - The Turning Point 

Late 1943 - Dönitz's Last Gamble 

Casualties and sinkings rose and Churchill demanded 
action -  "Find out what is happening in the Atlantic, find 

ways of getting the convoys through and sink the U-
Boats!" 

 

The Western Approaches Tactical Unit was founded and 
started  creating new tactics and training officers. Most of 

the team were young Wrens officers and ratings - some 
arrived straight from schools 

The team developed a wargame to ensure that  both 
tactical and technical developments were properly 

analysed 
 

Captain Roberts, Wren Officer Jean Laidlaw, and Wren 
Janet Okell reviewed  the evidence from the 1941 

convoy battles and realised the U-Boats were attacking 
from within the convoy and then using it as cover to 

escape 
 

Laidlaw named their tactical solution "Raspberry" (see 
diagram) and it was circulated to all escort commanders 

WATU created new tactics for coordinating air and sea 
assets but their greatest success was in creating a tactic 

for dealing with Wolfpack scouts (the Beta Search) 
 

Janet Okell tested the tactic against Max Horton, one of 
the finest admirals  of the war, and skilfully eliminated  

his U-Boat in five consecutive wargames! 

U-Boat command developed a new torpedo with 
acoustic guidance. The T-5 was first used by a wolfpack 

against a convoy in Sept 1943 - the plan was to target the 
escorts 

 

WATU were able to gather intelligence, technical data, 
and review reports from a number of escort captains, 

particularly from those who had taken their course, and 
then formulated a tactic that negated the technical 
advantage conferred by the new weapon within 48 

hours! 
Research and Design: Paul Edward Strong, Diagrams and Maps: Paul Edward 

Strong and Nick Bell, Pictures: Wikimedia Commons and from the Imperial War 
Museum collection (Non Commercial Licence) 

Preparing the game 

The players are briefed each turn 

German moves are 
kept hidden 

Escorts are 
updated on signals 

Escort moves are processed 

At the end of the game, the 
players are shown the German 

moves and the encounter is 
reviewed  

Sponsored by: 

Orders 
chits are 
written 

The Western Approaches Tactical Unit 

The Atlantic Operating Area 

SL= Convoy Prefix 

Iceland 

Newfoundland Western  
Approaches 

Londonderry 

Freetown 

Operating Area 

The Wargame Process 

U-Boat Command focused their 
efforts on the Mid Atlantic Gap. 

This region was outside the range 
of air patrols by the USAF and 

RAF Coastal command 
 

 U-Boats moved more slowly 
when submerged and tended to 

crash-dive if they spotted an 
aircraft 

The players filled in chits, outlining their intentions (range, 
bearing, ASDIC arc etc) 

 

These were  processed by the Wrens and then the results 
were briefed to the escort commanders 

 

The game used a screen with a adjustable viewing box to 
limit the player’s perception - the viewing slit was covered by 

covered glass so that the U-Boat track was invisible 
 

All communication was by signal chit and these were  
‘adjusted’ if the Wrens thought that atmospheric conditions 

or signal clutter might disrupt the message 
 

The game utilised the latest intelligence on U-Boat tactics and 
updates provided by returning graduates of the course 

The WATU Team 

Reports from escort 
commanders.

Statistical analysis of 
merchant ship 

losses.

Wargaming the 
problem.

Development of new 
tactical doctrine.

Feedback from 
frontline units. Games-based 

training for naval 
officers.

Information 
and 

assumptions 
on German 
capabilities.
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1943. Convoy ONS 18/ONS 202  
is bound for Halifax. 

Escort

Escort

Escort

Escort

Suddenly, St. Croix is hit 
astern by a torpedo.

HMS Orchis, 
commanded by 
a former WATU 
officer, picks up 
survivors—and 
reports that 
attacking U-boats 
are slow to dive 
when spotted.

HMCS St. Croix detects a 
U-boat, and moves to attack..

Reports from escort 
commanders.

Intelligence on G7es 
(T5) Zaunkönig 
(Wren/GNAT) 

torpedo.

Development of 
tactical techniques 

for countering 
acoustic 

torpedoes.
Advise units during 

ongoing 
engagement.

Wargame possible 
solutions.

Working 
assumptions.

Inform future 
development of 

technical 
countermeasures.

24 hours
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Captain Gilbert Roberts 
Director WATU 1942—1945 

Liz Drake and Jean Laidlaw 

Admiral Max Horton 

Janet Okell 

1944 - 1945 - The Final Battles 

Operational Research built up a picture of where U-
Boats were operating, U-Boat Command’s evolving 

objectives, and the likely impact of emergent 
capabilities  

The wargames enabled new and old 
technologies (Radar, Asdic and Hedgehog) to be 

integrated into training and  tactical doctrine 

The Allies lost 36,200 sailors and 3,500 merchant ships  (a 
total of 15 million tons). In addition, 75 Allied warships 

and 741 aircraft were lost in action. The U-Boat force was 
decimated - 783 submarines and over 30,000 men were 

lost in action (66% of the total force) 

Ultra decryption meant that U-Boat Enigma communi-
cations could be translated in time to counter their 

plans - though the Germans  had their own successes 
(with B-Dienst) 

High Frequency Direction  Finding (HF/DF) located 
potential enemy concentrations 

A wargame in progress The WATU team trained 5,000 officers and developed new 
tactics and approaches that both increased efficiency and 

reduced casualties  
 

By the end of the war, Allied Escort Groups and Coastal 
Command were literally 'hunting the hunters' 

Sponsored by: 

June Duncan 

Research and Design: Paul Edward Strong, Diagrams and Maps: Paul Edward Strong and 
Nick Bell, Pictures: Wikimedia Commons and from the Imperial War Museum collection 

(Non Commercial Licence) 

The Western Approaches Tactical Unit 

Key terminology and 
concepts
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Concepts and terminology

u “rigid” vs “free” kriegsspiel
u role of rules and umpires

u “open” vs “closed” wargames
u player information

u structure
u kriegsspiel, seminar, and matrix games

u turn-based, continuous, and mixed
u player (and umpire)experience of time

u manual, computer-based, computer-assisted
u role of technology

Concepts and terminology

u BOGSAT
u “bunch of guys/gals sitting around the table”

u Subject matter
u combat operations? POL-MIL? Something else?

u Red, blue, and others
u player “sides” in the game

u Controllers, facilitators, umpires/adjudicators, recorders
u “white cell” roles
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Concepts and terminology

u models
u GIGO

u scenario
u briefings
u injects

u level of analysis
u strategic, operational, tactical
u (time and physical) scale

Concepts and terminology

u immersion, narrative engagement
u getting players into the mental space of the game

u research design
u How (methodologically) does the game address the research 

question(s)?

u instructional design
u How (pedagogically) does the game address the learning 

objective(s)?

u resource constraints
u Time, space, budget, and participants available for the wargame.
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Concepts and 
terminology
u wargaming pathologies

u One of the most useful things 
in wargame design is to be 
aware of what might go 
wrong (and try to avoid it).

Working Groups*

*and coffee
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Working groups

u quick coffee/washroom break, then…
u form four working groups (one in each corner of the 

auditorium)
u two top groups: POL-MIL vignette (#1)
u two bottom groups: kinetic vignette (#2)
u groups of roughly similar size
u stay in that seating configuration after lunch

Working groups

u work through two extended coffee breaks, plus lunch
u Q&A with your “sponsor” at 1130.
u each group will be asked to present thoughts on how they 

would approach the task they have been assigned
u 5-6 minutes verbal brief back per group at the end of the day
u no slides
u 5-10 observations, questions, issues
u make explicit any assumptions about the task

u start by assigning a group rapporteur
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Vignette 1 (POL MIL)

u You have been asked by NATO CCOMC to develop and run a political-
military game to explore how current tensions in the Gulf might go “hot,” 
and how this could affect NATO.

u About a dozen senior NATO political and military officials are interested in 
participating, although it isn’t clear how long each might stay. 

u You also have access to a few regional SMEs, plus up to twenty or so 
CCOMC and other personnel (officers, OR&A).

u May be classified or unclassified.
u You have three weeks to plan the event, and it should be executed in 

one day.

(Comprehensive Crisis and Operations Management Centre)

Vignette 2 (kinetic)

u Several NATO members are developing autonomous resupply platforms 
for forward troops.

u You have been asked by NATO ACT to explore the tactical implications 
of such systems for NATO urban operations, as well as possible adversary 
responses.

u Session will be classified. Data on platforms will be provided by member 
states and/or contractors.

u Your immediate boss is an autonomous systems enthusiast and thinks this 
is an excellent chance opportunity to showcase the technology. S/he is 
pressing for substantial participation by NATO members.

u You have six months to plan the event, a significant budget, and it 
should take place over 2-3 days.
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Setting Objectives

Setting objectives

u The first and most essential step is to clarify the objectives of 
the wargame.
u test a hypothesis?
u test the robustness of other findings?
u familiarize or stress-test a process?

u generate new ideas?
u teach and lean?
u several of these?

Minimize variables, 
maximize n?

Many variables, 
n=1?

Heavily dependent 
on human 

resources and 
group dynamics?
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Setting objectives

u The “three witches of 
wargaming”
u boss
u senior players
u sponsor

u personalities, sensitivities, and 
politics
u the challenge of “coalitions gaming 

coalitions”

Setting objectives

u Game objectives, game design, and game resources must 
be harmonized.
u In a perfect world, the objective would be established, the optimum 

way to pursue that objective would be determined, and the 
necessary resources made available.

u It rarely works that way.

u Thoughtful compromises will have to be made.
u Limit question or reduce explanatory power? Avoid overclaiming.

u Match design to resources. (Players can be understanding.)
u Push back against the unreasonable.
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Design 1: 
Approaches

Dunnigan’s “two rules” of game design

1.Keep it simple.*
2.Plagiarize.**

*There will be a constant temptation to add layers and layers of 
complexity and detail, to the detriment of playability.
**By which he means seek inspiration from existing game mechanics. 
HOWEVER, don’t slavishly apply game systems cookie-cutter style.
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kriegsspiel

u First modern tactical wargame pioneered by Prussian 
nobleman George Leopold von Reiswitz, who presented 
it to King Wilhelm III in 1812.

u Further developed by his son, Georg Heinrich Rudolf 
Johann von Reiswitz, an officer in the Prussian Army.
u use of dice, rules, paper map

u use of umpire to maintain “fog of war”
u presented to senior Prussian officers in 1824, who endorsed 

it for military training.

u Prussian Chief of Staff Karl Freiherr von Müffling: “this is no 
ordinary sort of game, this is schooling for war. I must and 
will recommend it most warmly to the army”

“rigid” vs “free” kriegsspiel

u Later versions developed by others introduced newer 
technologies, as well as operational and strategic level 
games. The extensive use of rules and tables made the 
game slow and complex. Moreover, the rules did not 
always provide accurate outcomes for some tactical 
situations.

u Prussian officer Julius von Verdy du Vernois (1876) 
proposed greater use of umpires to adjudicate 
outcomes.
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Seminar games

u Common one, two, three (or more) turn games, 
in which participants are typically:
u given a scenario
u outline their response(s)
u the scenario is updated based on the actions taken

Seminar games

u The game may be one giant BOGSAT producing 
a consensus course of action (COA) or analysis.

u Break-out groups/teams may produce separate 
COAs, which are then collectively adjudicated 
between turns

u Injects
u Turn based vs in-stride adjudication
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• Matrix games (which, 
despite the name, involve 
no actual matrix) are free-
form narrative games.
• Few rules.
• Player actions limited only by 

real-world capabilities and 
plausible outcomes.

Matrix Games

1. Declare an ACTION.
2. Describe the EFFECT of that 

ACTION.
3. Outline PRO arguments why the 

ACTION would be successful.
4. Other participants outline 

additional PRO and CON
arguments.

5. Outcome is adjudicated.

Declare
ACTION

Describe
EFFECT

Identify
PROS and CONS

ADJUDUCATE
OUTCOME

Matrix games have been used by:
• Canada

ü Security planning, Vancouver Winter Olympics
ü Support for strategic planning (DRDC)

ü United States
ü Professional military education (US Army War 

College, NDU, others)
ü Analyst training, CIA
ü DoD wargaming

ü UK
ü MoD wargaming (Dstl, Defence Academy)
ü FCO regional analysis

ü Australia
ü Analysis of multi-agency planning

ü France
ü Defence language training

Matrix Games
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Types of games

u The overall approach adopted to a game should reflect the 
game objectives (as well as other factors).

Pournelle 2017

Pournelle 2017

(Possibly) longer 
development time. 

Modelling errors.
Blackboxing.

Works well when 
underlying interactions 

understood well.

Umpire bias?
Mushy causality

Faster development 
time?

Better able to 
accommodate player 

innovation.
Easier to run/ play?

Limited actions.
Weak combat 

modelling.
Acceptability “too 

simple”)
Works poorly for 

bilateral conflicts.

Very rapid 
development time.

Encourages 
innovation.

Identifies enabling 
and constraining 

factors. 
Work well for complex, 

multi-sided conflicts, 
cooperation 
challenges.

Few turns limits 
interaction.

Rapid development 
time.

Participant familiarity.
Many “deep dives.”

Scalable.
Feels like an “event.”
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Fog and friction

u How much “fog of war” do you need?
u How should information flow in the game?

Red 
Team

Master 
Map

Blue 
Team

Umpire 
Reports

Player
Orders We Are Coming, Nineveh!

Fog and friction

u What sorts of friction do you need?
u command and control

u reliability
u interagency
u political
u stress
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Semi-cooperative games

adversarial 
(often zero-sum) 

games

semi-cooperative 
(mixed sum)  

games

fully 
cooperative 

games

Most traditional 
Blue on Red 

kinetic 
wargames

Peace and 
stabilization 
operations

HA/DR 
operations.

most stuff that 
happens in 

life

Digital and manual games

digital manual

strengths • interface, ease of use
• speed
• internal adjudication
• complexity (simulators)
• multiple users, distributed game 

play
• data collection
• looks great!

• cheap and easy to make and 
modify

• players can understand game 
models and relationships

• improved human interaction

weaknesses • development time
• development cost
• beguiling effects of virtual reality
• black-boxing
• difficult to revise/adapt

• harder to learn rules
• harder to embed feedback 

mechanisms
• ”cheap” and “old fashioned”
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Adjudication

Turn-based In-stride (continuous)

strengths • time to consider
• structured
• requires less experienced white 

cell
• works well when thoughtful 

reflection is part of game design

• maintains game flow, narrative
• adaptive
• works well when pressure/stress is 

part of game design

weaknesses • disrupts game flow, narrative • rushed
• requires more experienced white 

cell, facilitation skills

Mixed 
methods are 
also possible.

Connections 
US working 

group report.

Vignette Update
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Lunch

Design 2: 
Techniques
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Models, rules, and 
procedures
u What variables does the game embody, and 

what is the causal relationship between 
them?

u What are the sorts of choices that players can 
make?

u How is this represented in the game systems 
and procedures?

u All of this is especially important in rigid 
games.

u How will game processes enhance player 
engagement?

Players

u Who are they?
u expertise

u interests and attention-span
u seniority and hierarchy

u political and other sensitivities

u personalities

u social engineering?
u assigning players to generate game effects

u similar-role vs different-role player assignment
u the importance of promoting player immersion and engagement
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framing effects
u How a game looks (name, materials, graphics) can have 

profound effects on game play.

(Liberman, Samuels, and Ross 2004)

Both versions were identical 
games of “prisoner’s 

dilemma” with identical 
payoffs.

Reframing the game 
doubled the rate of 

cooperative behaviours 
(with no other changes).

Framing of game had more 
effect than anticipated 

player style.

components and mechanics
u graphics and game components matter
u they do not need to be expensive, but:

u they need to look professional
u they need to be audience-appropriate

u they need to be functional

u they need to promote immersion

u avoid overly “gamey” mechanisms that 
detract from game objectives
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stochastic 
processes
u dice are useful and problematic

u dice create sense of excitement

u dice generate a very negative 
reaction in many quarters

u digital random number 
generation

u random card draw
u crowdsourcing probabilities
u players perceptions of risk and 

probability

The Statecraft 
debate
u Digital/browser-based fictional 

international relations simulation.
u Carvalho (2014) reported very 

limited outcomes, based on self-
reported learning.

u Game designer Keller (2014) 
rebutted, criticizing integration 
and implementation. 

u Saiya (2017) finds more positive 
outcomes, concludes “context 
and curriculum matter as much as 
the simulation itself.”
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Further observations

u culture might/might not matter
u intrinsic vs extrinsic motivations
u player behavior cannot be fully predicted from rules and 

pay-offs
u diversity matters

Further observations

Oosterbeek, Sloof, van de Kuilen (2004)

mean offer

m
ea

n 
re

je
ct

io
n

No clear regional 
patterns, no clear 
correlation with  

cultural “values”—
suggesting much 

depends on context, 
subgroup, etc.

Range of US 
results

Mintz et al (2006)
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Resources and infrastructure

u How many players must the game accommodate?
u How long will you have them for?

u What budget do you have?
u How much time do you have?
u How much staff support (and experience) can you call upon?
u What computing or IT resources do you have/need?
u What space does it need to fit in/what space is available?

u How will game space affect game play? How can game space be 
used to shape game play?

u What will you do for meals, coffee breaks.

This can have 
very powerful 

effects on game 
dynamics.

This too!

Facilitation
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Game control and facilitation, 

u Controller, facilitator, and umpire
u facilitation skills are important

u keeping the game on track
u smoothing over the unforeseen
u dealing with players (and their quirks)
u keeping players in the game narrative is important 

(McGrady and Perla 2011)

Wargaming ethics

u Wargames may be used as a tool for teaching the laws of armed 
conflict, or ethical (and/or legal) political and military decision-
making.

u Wargames may be used to explore the logic of mass atrocities, so 
as to generate insight into prevention, mitigation, and response.

u Wargames may in themselves present ethical challenges.
u Wargamers have an ethical obligation to their participants.
u Wargame designers and facilitators have an ethical obligation to 

sponsors, clients, and those their analysis will affect.
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Working Groups*

*and coffee

Debriefing
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Prebriefing and debriefing

u prebriefing players
u what do you want them to know—and not to know—in advance?

u don’t assume everyone will read ahead (regardless of the material you give them)

u how clear should their objectives be?

u debriefing players
u games do not teach themselves

u teachable moments, lessons learned
u distinguishing right from wrong lessons

u do all players know what happened? (stovepiping, silos, and blinkers)

u do you know what happened? (learning from your players)

Data Collection 
and Analysis
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analytical wargames
u develop clear research question(s)
u develop appropriate game design

u collect insights generated by design process

u develop data collection and analysis plan
u might require changes to design

u collect data/after during game play
u actions

u note-taking/recording of team deliberations

u staff insights (adjudicators, facilitators)

u player reflections

u analyze data

A Guide for Professional War Gamers

 
GAMERS’
HANDBOOK

AR

US Naval War College

Game control, facilitation, 
and data collection

u build data collection into the game design
u consider what kind of data you need
u data collection methods:

u written records

u digital records
u observers

u recording

u questionnaires

Collect data and 
analysis during 
game design 
process too.
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are wargames experiments?

u Person-in-the-loop wargames are never “pure” experiments:
u Impossibility of identical control and treatment groups because of variations 

among participants.
u different participants could lead to different outcomes

u using same participants results in learning and other adaptive behaviours from 
game to game

u Rarely are large-n iterations possible (time, cost, participants), and hence 
the inability to conduct randomized trials.

u Difficulty of limiting the number of variables while keeping the situation 
realistic.

addressing the 
iteration issue*
u two simultaneous games

u some players in both, 
enabling them to “compare 
and contrast”

*one example that might not work elsewhere

(Brynen 2016)
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are wargames predictions?

u no wargame should be considered a 
high-confidence, specific prediction
u limited models of complex realities
u known and unknown unknowns
u idiosyncratic effects
u limited number of iterations (usually only one)
u even with multiple iterations, actual 

outcomes may not be the median or modal 
result

Data: 16 runs of (largely similar) 
Brynania simulation, 1999-2017.

the challenge of prediction
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u In September 2017, Jim Wallman and I ran an opportunistic 
experiment in conjunction with the DIRE STRAITS megagame 
held at the Connections UK conference.

u Three teams of generally experienced wargamers (with c130+ 
years of wargame design/facilitation/play experience amongst 
them):
u Team USA

u Team UK

u Team Euro

u Each team observed the game, was given access to game 
documentation (briefings, materials produced by the teams, 
injects and news reporting), and was asked to separately 
prepare a report on game methodology and findings.

the DIRE STRAITS challenge

u …the findings were striking. The teams—despite being at the same 
game—largely disagreed about what they had just seen.. uh oh…

the DIRE STRAITS challenge

*Caveats to follow
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DIRE STRAITS 
analysis 
results

BUT

u wargames can be useful quasi-experiments
u wargames are part of the “cycle of research”
u wargames should be part of research triangulation
u other methods aren’t flawless either (GIGO problems in 

OR)
u an indispensable tool in our analytical toolkit

u wargames generate questions and ideas for further 
study (Schelling)

Peter Perla
                                              C

N
A
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confirmation bias
u “tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that 

confirms one's pre-existing beliefs or hypotheses”
u Could arise from political views, organizational/doctrinal views, or even 

views on wargame methodology.

u preferences for early information
u effects on information searching, assessment, and retention
u impact of Bayesian updating
u the role of “motivated beliefs”

u framing affects may act as a perceptual filter

u Group assessment—especially by diverse groups—enhances analytical 
performance (“the wisdom of crowds”), if relevant expertise and appropriately 
aggregated

vs
u Groups may tend to lowest-common denominator analysis, or be excessively 

influenced by senior participants (“groupthink”).

u aggregation and team-design methods matter
u DIRE STRAITS experiment suggests some value in having analysts undertake “first 

impressions” separately, before collective discussion.
u The dangers of hierarchy.

u Equally important to collect player perceptions.

u hedgehogs vs foxes (Tetlock 2005)

groups and analysis
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u There may be utility in 
conducting two or more 
game analyses 
independently, and then 
comparing results.

game

Analysis
team

#1

Analysis
team

#2

initial 
report

initial 
report

synthesis 
report Degree of convergence 

provides indicator of 
confidence level.

red-teaming game analysis?

dual-purpose games

u Games should be optimized for analytical or training purposes.
u However, it may be possible to piggy-back analysis on the back of 

educational games, or use analytical games as educational 
opportunities.
u Brynania (radicalization study)

u Brynania (simulation-based learning study)
u DIRE STRAITS (analytical experiment)

u MEPP gaming (analysis, education, and policy influence)

u Not all NATO partners have US-levels of wargaming resources.
u WARNING: This can only work if you are aware of the pitfalls, and 

actively anticipate and mitigate them.
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Working Group
Reports

Conclusion


